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Abstract

Quadruplexes (G4s) are of interest, which increases with the number of identified G4 structures and knowledge about their
biomedical potential. These unique motifs form in many organisms, including humans, where their appearance correlates
with various diseases. Scientists store and analyze quadruplexes using recently developed bioinformatic tools—many of
them focused on DNA structures. With an expanding collection of G4 RNAs, we check how existing tools deal with them. We
review all available bioinformatics resources dedicated to quadruplexes and examine their usefulness in G4 RNA analysis.
We distinguish the following subsets of resources: databases, tools to predict putative quadruplex sequences, tools to
predict secondary structure with quadruplexes and tools to analyze and visualize quadruplex structures. We share the
results obtained from processing specially created RNA datasets with these tools.
Contact: mszachniuk@cs.put.poznan.pl
Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Briefings in Bioinformatics online.
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Introduction
G-quadruplexes (G4s) are non-canonical, four-stranded struc-
tures that form in guanine-rich nucleic acids. The basic
structural unit of G4 is a G-tetrad: four guanines in the planar
arrangement that interact with one another via hydrogen bonds.
Quadruplexes can also contain non-G based quartets; about
20% of tetrads found in PDB-deposited quadruplex structures
contain other nucleotides than guanine [1, 2]: U-tetrads, mixed
ATAT, GCGC tetrads, etc. [2–6]. If n (n ≥ 2) neighboring tetrads
stack with one another, they create an n-layer quadruplex.
Two or more G4s can associate through stacking interactions
between their outer tetrads to form higher-order multimers,
ranging from dimers to G-wires [7, 8]. All these structural motifs
have several topological characteristics, the most important
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of which are strand orientation in the stem, the number of
tetrads, loops’ arrangement and groove dimension. One, two
or four individual strands—linked by loops—participate in the
quadruplex formation. They have parallel, antiparallel or hybrid
orientation [9], which correlates to anti/syn conformation of
guanines in the tetrad planes, base stacking geometry and loop
types [10–12].

Scientists observed the very first biologically relevant G4s in
eukaryotic chromosomal telomeric DNA. This discovery initiated
the research into the role and distribution of quadruplexes in
the genome. Chemical biology methods were developed to map
G4 folding in vitro, like G4-seq [13], and in vivo, like G4ChIP-seq
[14], in the genomes of various species, including humans [15,
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16]. First genomic maps of DNA G4s appeared—a starting point
for clarifying the purpose of quadruplex formation [17]. Many
sequences with G4 potential turned out to be associated with
cancer or neurodegenerative diseases and became an attractive
target for molecular therapeutics [18]. Extensive research on
the DNA quadruplexes generated interest in RNA G4s. RNA
G-quadruplex sequencing protocols—rG4-seq [19, 20], G4RP-
seq [21]—were developed for detecting RNA quadruplexes on
a transcriptome-wide level. The studies revealed RNA G4s in
coding and noncoding fragments of mRNA [22], mature human
miRNA [23], other premature and mature noncoding RNAs
(including telomeric RNA) and aptamers [24]. RNA quadruplexes
showed to regulate pre-mRNA processing, control RNA localiza-
tion and mechanisms like mRNA translation, miRNA biogenesis
or protein binding [25]. G4 in 5’UTR of mRNAs proved the ability
to repress translation in vitro [26]. Experiments indicated that
under certain conditions—the presence of salts or ligands—
pre-miRNA sequences could adopt the G4 structure avoiding
the Dicer-mediated maturation and leading to subexpression of
miRNA levels [27]. A structural study led to the determination
of first quadruplex folds via X-ray [28] and nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) [29]. Currently, Protein Data Bank collects about
300 G4-rich nucleic acid structures, 75% of them from DNAs [2,
30, 31]. Their analysis showed differences between DNA and
RNA quadruplexes. DNA G4s are structurally polymorphic and
thermodynamically less stable than their RNA equivalents [1,
32]. RNA quadruplexes are predominantly parallel; ribose favors
anti-oriented guanines which results in the strands’ parallelism.

The research into quadruplexes resulted in an increased
demand for computer resources dedicated to these motifs. Bioin-
formatics responded with tools for DNA G4s that pretended
to process quadruplexes regardless of the molecule type. They
aimed to identify G4 forming sequences, model and analyze the
secondary and tertiary structures, simulate molecular dynam-
ics, calculate free energy or perform molecular docking [33].
Many resources for predicting G4 formation and stability, avail-
able before 2010, were reviewed in [34]. With the increasing
number of experimental data on quadruplexes, including more
G4-rich high-resolution structures and genomic maps of DNA
G4s, new algorithms appeared [15, 16]. They go beyond canon-
ical G4 predictions and apply non-trivial computational tech-
niques, including machine learning (ML) [35–37]. Lombardi and
Londoño-Vallejo [33] present a comprehensive overview of mod-
ern open-source software for G-quadruplex detection tested on
a set of G4 DNAs verified experimentally in vitro.

In this paper, we focused on RNA quadruplexes. We described
35 bioinformatics resources that addressed quadruplexes and
checked how they worked with RNA G4s. The set included 14
tools from [33] and 21 others. We grouped all programs into
four categories: (i) databases, (ii) sequence-based tools predicting
G4 location in the sequence, (iii) secondary structure prediction
tools and (iv) secondary and tertiary structure-based tools ana-
lyzing and visualizing quadruplexes. We performed their tests
on specially created datasets. We hope that our review will be
helpful to scientists studying the specifics of RNA G4s.

Methods
In preparing this review, we searched global resources to create
a potentially complete list of databases and analytical tools used
in quadruplex research. As a result, the list includes 16 data
repositories, 14 tools that predict quadruplex-forming sites in
nucleic acid sequence, 1 tool that predicts the secondary struc-
ture and annotates potential location of quadruplexes and 4

tools that analyze the secondary and tertiary structure and visu-
alize quadruplex topology (Figure 1). Twenty-one resources with
web interfaces were tested by us mostly via a web browser. The
remaining ones were downloaded, configured and run locally. In
most cases, we applied the default input settings.

Databases with G4-related data
Currently, there exist 16 databases, which store information con-
cerning quadruplexes. They fall into three categories: databases
that collect primary or tertiary structures with experimentally
verified G4s (DSSR-G4DB, G4IPDB, G4LDB, G4RNA, Lit392 and
Lit638); databases storing data from high-throughput sequenc-
ing with mapped quadruplexes (GSE63874, GSE77282, GSE110582
and GSE129281); and databases of sequences with G4s identi-
fied in silico (Greglist, GRSDB2, G4-virus, Non-B DB v2.0, Plant-
GQ and QuadBase2). We describe them briefly in the follow-
ing paragraphs and define the following features in Table 1:
DNA and RNA indicate whether the database collects DNA and
RNA sequences; G4 verification denotes whether quadruplexes
are verified experimentally or predicted in silico; G4 sequence
informs if the quadruplex sequence is available; the number of
G4s gives the number of stored quadruplex sequences (as of
21 March 2020); DB records specifies the number and type of
database entries (as of 21 March 2020); customized search shows
whether the database has a search engine that allows to search
its records with different criteria; web interface specifies if the
database is web-interfaced; visual output indicates whether any
visualization of the output data is available.

DSSR-G4DB [38] contains quadruplex nucleic acid structures
found by DSSR in the Protein Data Bank [30], currently 354
entries. The data are annotated. Users can find information
about G-tetrads, G4 helices and G4-stems and visualize the 3D
models of G4 structures. Availability: webserver (http://g4.x3
dna.org). Recent update: 5 June 2020.

G4IPDB [39] is a database of over 200 proteins interacting
with DNA and RNA G-quadruplexes, based on the literature data.
For each entry, it contains the G4 sequence, interacting protein
name, and UniProt ID, the details of the interaction, PubMed ID
of the paper being the source of information. Users browse the
data and query the database by specifying G4IPDB interaction ID,
DNA/RNA target name, gene name, etc. Availability: webserver
(http://bsbe.iiti.ac.in/bsbe/ipdb). Updated: twice a year.

G4LDB [40] collects ligands (currently, over 800) that interact
with G-quadruplexes. Each entry contains information about
chemical structure, targeted G4 sequence, physical properties
of a ligand and literature references. The 3D model of every
ligand is also available. Users browse the database and search
for ligands by defining their structure, ligand properties, ligand
activity fields or bibliographic information. Availability: web-
server (http://www.g4ldb.org/ci2/index.php). Updated: twice a
year.

G4RNA [36] stores published human RNA sequences,
processed experimentally. This collection includes sequences
with confirmed G-quadruplexes and sequences confirmed
not to form G4s, currently, 567 entries in total. The system
allows running a keyword-driven and position-driven search.
Keywords include the G4 gene symbol or sequence (IUPAC-
encoded or regular expression), the experiment name, reference
paper and DOI. Position-driven search needs specifying at
least one chromosome to contain G4. The results fall into
four categories: sequences (nine options), experiments (four
options), predictions (seven options) and QGRS Mapper (nine
options). Users can choose to display the secondary structure
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Figure 1. Bioinformatics resources for quadruplexes.

predicted by RNAfold with quadruplex annotated in the dot-
bracket representation. The output data can be download in the
xls file. Availability: webserver (http://scottgroup.med.usherbroo
ke.ca/G4RNA). Updated: monthly.

Lit392 [41] is a set of 392 DNA and RNA sequences for
which the formation of G4s was experimentally confirmed
(298 sequences) or disproven (94 sequences). The set mainly
includes published sequences and several unpublished ones
resulting from the experiments performed by the authors. The
database was created to test the performance of G4Hunter.
Availability: supplementary file to [41] (https://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4770238/bin/supp_gkw006_nar-02998-
f-2015-File003.zip). Updated: no.

Lit638 [42] combines data from Lit392 and G4RNA databases.
It contains 638 DNA and RNA sequences: 506 confirmed to
form G4s and 132 non-forming quadruplexes. The database was
created to test the performance of QPARSE method. Availability:
upon request to authors. Updated: no.

GSE63874 [15] is a map of distinct canonical and non-
canonical G4s, experimentally confirmed to form in the human
genome. It consists of 716,310 DNA G4s, obtained from the high-
throughput G4-seq method. The genomic DNA template was
sequenced twice, first with Na+ and second with K+. Binding to
K+ cations enhances the structural stability of G4. Availability:
BED files on GEO webserver (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/
query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE63874). Updated: no.

GSE77282 [19] is a map of canonical and non-canonical G4s
found in the human transcriptome. RNA G4s were identified
in vitro by the rG4-seq method—over 3000 in the presence of
K+ cation or the PDS ligand. Availability: BED files on GEO
webserver (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?
acc=GSE77282). Updated: no.

GSE110582 [16] is a map of DNA G4s, identified in the
genomes of 12 species (model organisms—including human—
and clinically important pathogens). The data—1,420,841
G-quadruplexes—come from high-throughput sequencing
applying G4-seq2 (improved G4-seq method) with K+, Li+ and
PDS ligand as the sequencing buffer. Availability: BED files on
GEO webserver (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.
cgi?acc=GSE110582. Updated: no.

GSE129281 [43] is a map of G4 structures found in the
genomes of Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Escherichia coli. The rG4-
seq method, in the presence of K+ or Li+ cations, revealed 329
RNA G4 sites—168 in E. coli and 161 in P. aeruginosa. Availability:
BED files on GEO webserver (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/
query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE129281). Updated: no.

Greglist [44] is a database of potential G-quadruplex regulated
genes in the genomes of various species, including humans.
Users browse through the database or search for stored
DNA putative quadruplex sequences (PQSs). Database records
contain, among others, Ensembl ID, gene name, organism,
number of PQS, G4 sequence and distance to TSS. PQSs were
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found using Quadparser [52] with G3+N1−7G3+N1−7G3+N1−7G3+
and C3+N1−7C3+N1−7C3+N1−7C3+ (to find quadruplexes on com-
plementary strand). Availability: webserver (http://tubic.tju.edu.
cn/greglist). Recent update: 19 October 2007.

GRSDB2 [45] stores PQS positions in computationally pro-
cessed over 29,000 eukaryotic pre-mRNA sequences of eight
organisms, including humans. QGRS Mapper, run to search for
Gx1Ny1Gx2Ny2Gx3Ny3Gx4 motif, identified 3,015,683 PQS for x = 2
and motif length ≤ 30 nts, and 239,392 PQS for x = 3 and motif
length ≤ 45 nts. Availability: webserver (http://bioinformatics.ra
mapo.edu/GRSDB2/). Updated: no.

G4-virus [46] is a collection of PQS locations in the human
viruses’ genomes. Users search viruses by name or browse
the database by virus class. Deposited data consist of PQS
identified computationally on both strands, PQS positions in
viral genomes, conservation degrees among different strains
and statistical data for PQS. The system provides a graphical
visualization of the PQS arrangement. Availability: webserver
(http://www.medcomp.medicina.unipd.it/main_site/doku.php?
id=g4virus). Recent update: 30 July 2019.

Non-B DB v2.0 [47] contains non-B DNA structure predic-
tions of 3,864,596 quadruplex forming motifs in 12 mammalian
genomes, including the human genome. The database system
allows searching by features or attributes. In plain feature search,
users select species, classes, chromosome or gene type, start and
stop position of the chromosome, query type (specifying how
many features and where they should be found) and feature type
(for example, quadruplex). Attribute search offers additional
options: composition, sequence and tracts. Users can submit
their data of non-B DNA motifs. The visualization of non-B
DNA motifs for each organism is provided. Availability: web-
server (https://nonb-abcc.ncifcrf.gov/apps/site/default). Recent
update: 13 June 2012.

Plant-GQ [48] collects 626,341,645 DNA PQS from 195 plant
species: 610,897,949 of them are two-tetrad G4s; 14,326,347 are
three-tetrad G4s; 1,117,349 are four-tetrad G4s. The data were
obtained by searching for motifs matching the following pattern
GxNyGxNyGxNyGx, where x ∈ [2, 4], y ∈ [1, 10]. Database entries
include PQS sequences and positions within the genome. Avail-
ability: webserver (http://biodb.sdau.edu.cn/plantgq/index.php).
Updated: no.

QuadBase2 [49, 50] is a database of DNA PQS found in 178
species of eukaryotes (EuQuad module) and 1719 species of
prokaryotes (ProQuad module). The data result from searching
for Gx1Ny1Gx2Ny2Gx3Ny3Gx4 pattern. Users introduce the query by
selecting a group of organisms, the species, gene ID, region of
interest (gene body, around TSS, CDS and UTRs, strand), PQS
distance from TSS, search algorithm (greedy/non-greedy), bulge
size, etc. Additional search parameters for G4s concern the
stringency level, which can be low (two G-tetrads, loop size
1–12), medium (three G-tetrads, loop size 1–7) or high (three
G-tetrads, loop size 1–3). Resulting PQSs are shown in circular
histograms. Availability: webserver (http://quadbase.igib.res.in/).
Updated: no.

Tools that predict G4 location in the sequence

The first bioinformatics tools, searching for the existence of PQS
motifs, were published in 2004–2005 [51, 52]. To this day, several
such programs appeared. They differ in the search algorithm,
the searched pattern and the scoring function; for example,
some tools apply an ML approach, others look for sequential
motifs that match different regular expressions. In Table 2, we
show these tools’ options important from the user point of view.
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Columns in the table: DNA and RNA indicate whether the tool
accepts DNA and RNA sequences; multiple entry checked means
that the program allows entering many sequences for a single
run; allow mismatches denotes if the tool accepts mismatches
and bulges in a G-tract/PQS; number of tetrads in G4 informs
about limit for the number of G-tetrads per quadruplex; loop
length specifies the limit imposed on every loop involved in
quadruplex formation; max PQS’ length is the program restric-
tion for PQS length; accept overlapping indicates whether the
tool searches for overlapping PQS; non-G PQS informs about the
possibility to search for non-G-based quadruplexes; strands tells
whether the tool provides the results only for the input sequence
(+) or for both—the input and the complementary strand (+/−);
show G4 position informs if the tool gives the PQS location
within the sequence. Different search patterns with examples
are presented in the Supplementary Materials (Table S5).

G4Catchall [53] looks for conservative G4s by fitting into the
regular expression and user-defined parameters. Sequences that
lack typical, uninterrupted G4s (pattern: Gn, where n denotes the
number of guanines) are scanned with more complicated pat-
terns: GxNyG(n−x) or GxNyG(n−x−1), where x ∈ [1, n) (a detailed expla-
nation of search patterns can be found in the Supplementary
Materials). A definition of the G4 motif includes bulged G-tract,
mismatched tract that contains non-guanine nucleotides and
loops between tracts—one extreme loop, up to 50 nucleotides, is
allowed. Users can provide minimum G-tract length (2 or 3), loop
length (1–15), extreme loop length (1–50), the number of allowed
bulges and mismatches (0–2), complementary strand search,
overlapping G4s merge and flanking nucleotides inclusion. Input
data formats: raw sequence, FASTA. Availability: Python script,
web application (http://homes.ieu.edu.tr/odoluca/G4Catchall).

G4Hunter [41, 54] predicts PQS in DNA or RNA sequence based
on its G-richness and G-skewness, meaning the fraction of Gs in
the sequence and G/C ratio between the strands, respectively.
The program allows users to define the size of a search window
(web default: 25) and the threshold value (web default: 1.2). In the
input sequence, each nucleotide and nucleotide aggregation has
arbitrary assigned value: score(G) = 1, score(GG) = 2, score(GGG)
= 3 and score(GGGG...) = 4. Cytosines have the opposite values:
score(C) = −1, score(CC) = −2, score(CCC) = −3, and score(CCCC...)
= −4. Other nucleotides are not counted. Input data format:
FASTA. Availability: Python script, web application (http://bio
informatics.ibp.cz:8888/#/analyse/quadruplex). Web application
stores users results in a relational database.

G4-iM Grinder [55] finds and characterizes quadruplexes and
i-Motifs within a given DNA or RNA sequence. It uses a two-
part search engine with 13 customizable functions (e.g. showing
PQS on both strands, loop sequence and size). The first search
method (M1A) identifies uninterrupted and bulged nucleotide
runs. Users define the length of the run, the size of the bulge
and the nucleotide the run is composed of (any nucleobase can
be used to form a run). Discovered runs are passed to the second
search method (M1B). The method finds a correlation between
runs, starting with closest runs in a sequence and broadening
the search if necessary. The distance between the runs is limited
by the users. The search results are further analyzed by methods,
one for overlapping and size-dependent PQS search (M2) and
second for non-overlapping size-independent search (M3). M2
links the runs for final structure depending on user-defined
limitations for the number of connected runs, the length of
the final motif sequence and the number of bulges within the
sequence. The linkage process is followed by the frequency count
of the final structure within the input sequence. M3 searches for
higher-order structures based on unlinked runs from the M1B Ta
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method. After connecting the runs for higher-order structures,
it calculates their frequencies in the input sequence. After the
analysis, G4-iM Grinder counts predefined patterns provided
by the users (both single and multiple nucleobase patterns are
accepted) in all found PQS. Program can also compare found PQS
with validated in vitro G4 structures. Evaluation of the results is
prepared based on specified scoring methods, G4Hunter, PQS-
finder (incorporated and modified using ML method) and/or
cGcC. The final score is computed as a weighted average of the
selected scoring systems. Input data format: FASTA. Availability:
R package (https://github.com/EfresBR/G4iMGrinder).

G4P Calculator [56] finds PQS based on the density of guanine
runs in a nucleic acid sequence. Although designed for DNA,
it accepts also RNA sequences. The algorithm moves window
frames along the sequence and counts frames that meet the
specified criteria. Users can define window size, window shift,
the minimum length of the G-run and the minimum number
of G-runs per window. Default settings: window size = 100 nts,
window shift = 20 nts, G-run ≥ 3 and G-runs per window ≥
4. Input data format: FASTA. Availability: standalone software
(http://depts.washington.edu/maizels9/G4calc.php).

G4Predict searches for intramolecular and intermolecular
G4s based on a sequence motif. It extends the functionality of
Quadparser [52]. The pattern to search for intramolecular G4s
is defined as Gx1Ny1Gx2Ny2Gx3Ny3Gx4. Users can determine if the
overlapping sequences should be preserved or merged, they can
define scores for the number of tetrads, loop lengths and the
number of bulges. The bulge score factor is only available for
the intramolecular G4 search. Users can also limit the loop size
and guanines in the loops. In the intramolecular mode, users
can determine the number of bulges (≤ 1 per tetrad) and bulge
length. In the intermolecular mode, users can limit the G-runs
used to predict partial G4s. Input data format: FASTA. Availabil-
ity: Python script (https://github.com/mparker2/g4predict).

G4-Predictor V.2 [39] locates non-overlapping G4s on sense
and anti-sense strands of a given DNA or RNA sequence. Users
can set the maximum length of G4 sequence (10–45), the mini-
mum length of G-tract (2–6) and loop size (0–36). G4-Predictor V.2
is accessible from the Mishra group website along with G4IPDB,
the G-quadruplex DNA/RNA Interacting Protein Database. Input
data formats: raw sequence, FASTA. Availability: web application
(http://bsbe.iiti.ac.in/bsbe/ipdb/pattern2.php).

G4PromFinder [57] identifies potential transcription promot-
ers in bacterial genomes. It searches for promoters based on
G4 DNA motifs and AT-richness. Designed for DNA sequences,
the program can be easily modified to process RNA data. The
identification of AT-rich fragments follows scanning for PQS
in 50 bp upstream region from the 5’ end of found AT-rich
elements. Searched pattern is Gx1Ny1Gx2Ny2Gx3Ny3Gx4, where x ∈
[2, 4], y ∈ [1, 10]. The maximum length of the G4 sequence equals
30 nucleotides. Input data format: FASTA. Availability: Python
script (https://github.com/MarcoDiSalvo90/G4PromFinder).

G4RNA screener [58, 59] aims to predict G4s in RNA
sequences. Its ML algorithm is trained on experimentally
validated G4s from sequences deposited in the G4RNA database
[36]. The webserver version of the program allows submitting
data of either 20,000 characters or 30 KB. Users can customize the
output data, the program allows displaying a variety of optional
features, for example, Ensembl gene ID, G4 strand and start and
end position of G4. G4RNA screener incorporates consecutive
G/C ratio threshold (cGcC), G4Hunter threshold (G4H) and G4
Neural Network threshold (G4NN). In the webserver version,
these thresholds are set by default to 4.5, 0.9 and 0.5, respectively.
The result table can be downloaded as XLSX or CSV file. Input

data format: FASTA. Availability: Python script, web application
(http://scottgroup.med.usherbrooke.ca/G4RNA_screener/).

ImGQfinder [60, 61] detects canonical and non-canonical PQS.
Depending on users’ preferences, it finds either guanine-based
or cytosine-based quadruplexes. The search criteria rely on G-
runs customized by users into a sequence pattern. Users can set
the following parameters: the number of tetrads (2–10), the maxi-
mum loop length (2–25), canonical/non-canonical structure (0–1,
where 1 implies one bulge or mismatch in G-run) and display-
ing overlapping/non-overlapping PQS. Non-canonical G4s that
contain mismatch in G-run are represented by the search pat-
tern Gi−1NGn−i, bulged G-runs are defined as Gi−1NGn−i+1, where
i ∈ (1, n), n ≥ 3. n denotes the number of Gs in a G-run; i
shows the position of bulge or mismatch in a G-run. Input
data formats: raw sequence, FASTA. Availability: web applica-
tion (http://imgqfinder.niifhm.ru). pqsfinder [35] searches for
PQS in DNA or RNA sequences using regular expression for
G-runs with length limitation. The searched motif defines as
Gx1Ny1Gx2Ny2Gx3Ny3Gx4, where x ∈ [1,10], y ∈ [0,9]. Mismatches,
bulges and long loops within the searched G-run motif are
allowed. pqsfinder offers options within three categories: filters,
scoring systems and advanced options. Filters allow selecting
strands where PQS are searched; searching for overlapping G4s;
limiting G-run length; and setting the minimum PQS score, max-
imum PQS length, loop size, the maximum number of bulges,
mismatches and overall defects. The scoring scheme is based
on the stability of the potential G4 structure. G-runs are eval-
uated individually, with bonus points for each G-tetrad stacking,
and penalty points for each mismatch or bulge that occurs in
the motif. In the scoring system, the users can set penalties
and bonus points for complete G-tetrads. A regular expression,
custom scoring and default scoring system can be set by users
as advanced options. Input data format: FASTA. Availability:
R package (Bioconductor) (https://bioconductor.org/packages/re
lease/bioc/html/pqsfinder.html).

QGRS Mapper [62] finds putative G-quadruplexes within DNA
or RNA sequences using a sequence motif. QGRS Mapper accepts
A, C, T, G, U and N in the input sequence. It searches for pattern
Gx1Ny1Gx2Ny2Gx3Ny3Gx4, x ≥2, fixed for all G-tracts. The users can
set the maximum length of the quadruplex sequence (10–45),
the minimum number of tetrads (2–6), loop size (0–36) and loop
sequence, which makes program find at least one loop matching
the defined character string. Loop sequence is provided as a reg-
ular expression, for example, a4, (a loop with 4 or more consec-
utive adenines). The sequence is scored and cleared of the over-
lapping PQS. The scoring function favors shorter, regular (equal
in size) loops over the longer, irregular ones; and relies on the
assumption that more stable quadruplexes have more G-tetrads.
The results of sequence analysis are displayed as sequence view,
data view, data view with overlapping quadruplexes and graph-
ics view. The last one requires the Java Plugin installed on the
local machine. The results can be downloaded as an Excel file.
Input data formats: raw sequence, FASTA. Availability: web appli-
cation (http://bioinformatics.ramapo.edu/QGRS/analyze.php).

QPARSE [42] is a graph-based algorithm to search for non-
canonical G-quadruplexes. It constructs and then traverses a
direct acyclic graph of discovered runs. QPARSE finds multimeric
potential quadruplex-forming sequences, long-looped PQS and
intramolecular monomeric quadruplexes. It applies the mfold-
derived function to score the predicted loops based on their ther-
modynamic and conformation stability. The users can specify
searched base in a run (default: G), run length, the maximum
loop distance between runs within the same PQS, the number
of consecutive runs in the same PQS, the minimum number of
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uninterrupted runs and the maximum number of long loops
(≥ 7 nt) per each PQS. Either one loop symmetry—mirror or
palindrome—or both can be verified within input data. QPARSE
webserver limits the input sequence up to 10,000 nucleotides
or 15 KB of data. Input data format: FASTA. Availability: Python
script, web application (https://github.com/B3rse/qparse).

Quadron [37] applies an ML model to predict PQS in DNA
sequences. It was developed based on a tree gradient boosting
machine. Human genome G4-seq sequences were divided into
two sets: one was used as a training set (70% random sequences),
and the other one served as a testing set (remaining 30% of the
sequences). The general motif in Quadron search defines as
Gx1Ny1Gx2Ny2Gx3Ny3Gx4. Despite the model was dedicated to DNA
sequences, it also handles RNAs. The users specify how many
CPUs should algorithm use for calculation. Input data format:
FASTA. Availability: R package (http://quadron.atgcdynamics.
org/). The program requires an installation of an R and xgboost
library. For users convenience, GUI is also available.

TetraplexFinder [50] searches for potential G-quadruplexes
within DNA or RNA sequences. It is a partial module of Quad-
Base2 [49]—a webserver for PQS prediction within eukaryotic
and prokaryotic sequences and user-provided sequences. The
tool accepts 20 MB of data, which allows processing large
datasets, differentiating whether the input file has a single or
multiple entries. The users can set up G-tract length (2–5), loop
size (1–50), strand where algorithms should search for PQS, bulge
size (0–7) and the algorithm to be used (greedy/non-greedy).
Bulges are searched only in GGG tetrads. The output data can be
filtered on the website or downloaded as a BED file to the local
machine. Input data format: FASTA. Availability: web application
(http://quadbase.igib.res.in/TetraPlexFinder).

Tools that predict 2D structure with G4s

In the vast collection of programs that predict RNA secondary
structure, only one refers to quadruplexes. RNAfold [63, 64]
predicts the secondary structure of RNA or DNA and annotates
potential quadruplexes in it. This core program of the Vien-
naRNA Package applies the thermodynamics-based function
to optimize the structure. Additional option—Incorporate G-
Quadruplex formation into the structure prediction algorithm—
turned on makes the algorithm search for quadruplexes during
the computational process. RNAfold outputs the secondary
structure in a dot-bracket notation with ‘+’ signs under guanines
predicted to form the G-quadruplex. Input data formats:
raw sequence, FASTA. Availability: standalone program, web
application (http://rna.tbi.univie.ac.at/cgi-bin/RNAWebSuite/
RNAfold.cgi).

Tools that analyze and visualize 2D and 3D structure

In 2017, the first computational tools appeared that could visu-
alize the topology of quadruplexes and reveal their specificity
based on the 3D structure data [65, 66]. Shortly afterward,
bioinformatics developed methods to identify quadruplexes
in nucleic acid structures and determine selected parameters
characteristic of these motifs. Currently, four tools can analyze
and visualize G4 structures. Their important features are
summarized in Table 3: strand polarity indicates whether the
tool outputs the information about strands’ directions; G4
classification informs what is the basis for classifying the
quadruplex topology; base-pair classification indicates if base
pairs are classified according to known nomenclatures; area
tells if the program calculates surface area of the tetrads; rise

and twist denote that the program computes these parameters
for each pair of neighboring tetrads in the quadruplex; planarity
checked means that the program analyzes planarity deviation
for every tetrad; torsion angles tell that the program outputs
torsion angles for the structure; 2D view and 3D view indicate
whether the tool visualizes the secondary and tertiary structure;
moving camera means that the program allows rotating the
visualized 3D model.

DSSR [38] processes the 3D structure of the RNA molecule and
annotates its secondary structure. It is a part of the 3DNA suite
[67] designed to work with the structures of nucleic acids. DSSR
identifies, classifies and describes base pairs, multiplets and
characteristic motifs of the secondary structure; helices, stems,
hairpin loops, bulges, internal loops, junctions and others. It
can also detect modules and tertiary structure patterns, includ-
ing pseudoknots and kink-turns. The recent extension, DSSR-
PyMOL [68], allows drawing cartoon-block schemes of the 3D
structure and responds to the need for simplified visualization
of quadruplexes. Input data formats: PDB, mmCIF and PDB ID.
Availability: standalone program, web application (http://dssr.x3
dna.org/, http://skmatic.x3dna.org/).

ElTetrado [31] specializes in identifying and describing
tetrads and quadruplexes in the 3D structures of nucleic acids,
by searching for G-based and non-G-based motifs. It classifies
tetrads and quadruplexes into ONZ classes according to their
secondary structure topology [2] and calculates strand direction,
planarity deviation, rise and twist parameters. The program also
outputs the graphical representation of the secondary structure
(top-down arc diagram) and its dot-bracket encoding in a two-
line format—both designed specially to handle quadruplexes.
Input data formats: PDB, mmCIF. Availability: Python script
(https://github.com/tzok/eltetrado).

RNApdbee [66, 69], a multifunctional tool from RNApolis suite
[70], mainly aims to annotate secondary structures of knotted
and unknotted RNAs based on the 3D structure data. Its use-
fulness in the study of quadruplexes lies in the appropriately
matched visualization of the secondary structure, which facili-
tates the visual identification of these motifs on a diagram of the
entire structure and highlights their topological features. A pic-
tographic annotation of interactions within tetrads—according
to Leontis–Westhof nomenclature—allows the immediate deter-
mination of the tetrad (and quadruplex) class in the recently
developed ONZ taxonomy [2]. Input data formats: PDB, mmCIF,
PDB ID, BPSEQ, CT, dot-bracket. Availability: web application
(http://rnapdbee.cs.put.poznan.pl/).

3D-NuS [65] models and visualizes the 3D nucleic acid struc-
tures, including duplexes, triplexes and quadruplexes. It builds
energy minimized 3D models of canonical and non-canonical
G4 structures based on 17 classes defined for the intramolecu-
lar and intermolecular quadruplexes. The users provide strand
orientation and type, the number of G-quartets, sequences of
all G4-loops, to get the model visualized in JSmol along with
selected structure data. Input data formats: G4 class, strand
type, number of G-tetrads, loops’ sequences. Availability: web
application (http://iith.ac.in/3dnus/Quadruplex.html).

Results
Test sets

We created four sets of RNA sequences with and without
the ability to form quadruplexes (Figure 2). We used them to
test sequence-based tools for the prediction of G4 location
in the sequence and prediction of RNA secondary structure
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with quadruplexes. To build the first test set (DP: dataset with
positive examples), we searched the G4RNA database [36] for
the sequences, for which the experiments confirmed that
they formed G-quadruplexes. We found 321 examples, and
after removing the redundant data (unnecessary duplicates),
we obtained DP with 295 positive cases. The duplicates were
identified and removed by using the MS Excel function remove
duplicates. In the same database, we found 238 RNAs that
did not tend to fold into quadruplexes. By selecting unique
sequences, we ended up with 237 negative cases in the DN
set (DN: dataset with negative examples). G4RNA is the only
database of sequences experimentally tested for G-quadruplex
folding, which contains both: G4 sequences and sequences
confirmed not to form G4s. Therefore, we chose it as the test
data source. Two other test sets were built based on miRBase
[71]—the database collecting annotated pre-miRNA and mature
miRNA sequences of various species; currently, about 40,000 pre-
miRNAs from 271 organisms. We created DH (DH: dataset with
human pre-miRNAs) containing 1864 non-redundant sequences
selected from 1917 human pre-miRNAs and DV (DV: dataset with
Viridiplantae pre-miRNAs) with 8354 unique sequences selected
from 8615 Viridiplantae pre-miRNAs. DH and DV sets contain
sequences with quadruplex forming propensity, although their
formation was not confirmed experimentally. The data to create
all test sets were collected from both repositories on 21 March
2020. More information on the datasets is available in the
Supplementary Material (Table S1).

To test the tools that analyze and visualize 2D and 3D
structures, we selected two PDB-deposited RNA structures that
formed G-quadruplexes: an RNA aptamer (PDB id: 2RQJ) [72] with
canonical G4 topology and r(GGAGGAGGAGGA) sequence and a
synthetic construct of r(UGGUGGU)4 structure (PDB id: 6GE1) [3]
containing U-tetrads.

Computational experiments with sequence-based tools

In this part of our study, we processed four test sets with 14 tools
aimed to predict G4 locations in RNA sequences and one for RNA
secondary structure prediction with G4s. Most programs per-
formed with the default settings, apart from G4Catchall tested in
two modes, G4RNA screener in four and TetraplexFinder in three.
2 tetrads and 3 tetrads modes of G4Catchall mean that the tool
searches for two- or three-tetrad motifs, respectively. G4Predict
in the Intra mode looks for intramolecular G-quadruplexes. cGcC,
G4H and G4NN are thresholds used in G4RNA screener; all mode
aggregates the results obtained for all of them. G2 L1-12, G3 L1-
7 and G3 L1-3 modes of TetraplexFinder correspond to three
stringency levels in PQS search: low (two-tetrad G4s, loop size
1–12), medium (three-tetrad G4s, loop size 1–7) and high (three-
tetrad G4s, loop size 1–3). G4-iM Grinder was launched with
parameters: Name = LmajorESTs, Sequence = Sequence, DNA
= FALSE, RunComposition=G, MinRunSize = 1, MinNRuns = 1,
MinPQSSize = 1, Complementary = FALSE. RNAfold was executed
with the advanced option Incorporate G-Quadruplex formation into
the structure prediction algorithm, which set it to the G4 search
mode. We post-processed the results using in-house scripts [73,
74] in Python, bash and R.

We executed each tool for each sequence in the DP, DN, DH
and DV sets, and we noted whether the tool predicted quadru-
plexes in it or not. Within every test set, we calculated the
number of G4-positive and G4-negative sequences found by
each tool (Supplementary Material, Tables S2 and S3, Figure S1),
where a sequence with predicted quadruplex is counted as G4-
positive, and a sequence without quadruplex is G4-negative.
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Figure 2. Test sets created for the analysis of sequence-based tools.

Table 4. Test set coverage [%] with PQS predictions: positive (+) for all sets, negative (–) for DP and DN

Tool Mode DP+ DP– DN+ DN– DH+ DV+

G4Catchall 2 tetrads 91.5 8.5 40.5 59.5 15.7 4.2
3 tetrads 86.4 13.6 30.8 69.2 9.0 1.4

G4Hunter n/a 97.6 2.4 67.5 32.5 53.9 44.4
G4-iM Grinder n/a 100.0 0.0 97.5 2.5 93.2 92.1
G4P Calculator n/a 78.0 22.0 38.8 61.2 10.2 3.2
G4Predict Intra 14.6 85.4 2.5 97.5 0.6 0.1
G4-Predictor V.2 n/a 99.0 1.0 66.7 33.3 44.2 30.9
G4PromFinder n/a 28.1 71.9 30.8 69.2 14.8 19.6
G4RNA screener cGcC 85.1 14.9 40.1 59.9 8.3 21.0

G4H 81.0 19.0 25.7 74.3 3.1 1.1
G4NN 84.4 15.6 30.0 70.0 6.0 3.3
all 95.6 4.4 46.8 53.2 10.9 22.2

ImGQfinder n/a 16.3 83.7 5.5 94.5 0.8 0.1
pqsfinder n/a 86.8 13.2 36.7 63.3 10.6 1.4
QGRS Mapper n/a 99.0 1.0 66.2 33.8 44.2 30.9
QPARSE n/a 97.3 2.7 65.0 35.0 43.0 29.8
Quadron n/a 70.5 29.5 21.1 78.9 5.8 0.9
TetraplexFinder G2 L1-12 39.3 60.7 29.1 70.9 5.4 1.7

G3 L1-7 14.6 85.4 2.1 97.9 0.4 0.0
G3 L1-3 9.2 90.8 1.3 98.7 0.4 0.0

RNAfold Advanced 73.2 26.8 21.9 78.1 2.5 0.8

In Table 4, we show the coverage of all sets with positive (+)
predictions and, additionally, the coverage of DP and DN with
the negative (–) ones. Let us recall that the DP set contains
sequences for which experiments confirmed the formation of
quadruplexes, sequences from DN do not form quadruplexes,
DH and DV include sequences with quadruplex forming propen-
sity. We expected the best tools to show high coverage of DP
with positive PQS predictions and DN with negative predic-
tions. As shown in Figure 3, several programs meet these con-
ditions. The best results achieved G4RNA screener, G4Catchall
and RNAfold. G4RNA screener (in all modes) identified PQS in
>80% sequences in DP and classified >50% of DN sequences
as non-PQS; however, note that this algorithm was trained on
data from G4RNA database (as of 2017) and this result was
expected. G4Catchall generated around 90% of positive predic-
tions for DP and 60–70% negative ones for DN. RNAfold showed
over 70% of correct predictions for both sets. Just behind these
three programs are Quadron and pqsfinder—both cover >60%
of DP and DN with correct predictions. Relatively few PQS were
found in the DV and DH datasets, which contain sequences
potentially forming quadruplexes. In the vast majority of cases,
the coverage of these sets with positive predictions does not
exceed 10%.

A separate group of tools maximize the number of pre-
dicted PQS. Among them, G4-iM Grinder stands out in the fore-
ground—it found quadruplexes in all sequences of DP and 97.5%
sequences of DN. The opposite strategy is adopted by G4Predict,
ImGQfinder and TetraplexFinder, which in all data sets found
few sequences with the potential to create quadruplexes. In
most cases, these programs give at most 15% coverage with
correct predictions.

Finally, G4PromFinder surprisingly recognizes more PQS
in DN than DP set. This program addresses large sequences
(bacterial genomes) where it searches for potential promoters.
Therefore, the input sequence length should exceed 50
nucleotides, with >40% of adenines and uracils, and motif length
≤ 30 nucleotides. In the DP test set, 147 of the 295 sequences
(49.8%) consist of ≥ 50 nucleotides, while in DN, 177 of the 237
(74.7%). G4PromFinder predicted 83 PQS in DP set (28.1%) and 73
PQS in the DN set (30.8%). Such predictions are the result of the
program’s prerequisites.

Based on the results obtained for DP and DN sets, we
evaluated the quality of prediction (Table 5) by computing the
following:

– accuracy: ACC = TP+TN
TP+TN+FP+FN

– sensitivity (true positive rate): TPR = TP
TP+FN
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Figure 3. Coverage of DP and DN datasets with correct predictions: positive in DP and negative in DN [%].

– specificity (true negative rate): TNR = TN
TN+FP

– precision (positive predictive value): PPV = TP
TP+FP

– negative predictive value: NPV = TN
TN+FN

– false discovery rate: FDR = FP
TP+FP

– F-score: F1 = 2 · PPV·TPR
PPV+TPR

They all use four basic measures: true positives (TP)—PQS
predicted for DP sequences, true negatives (TN)—negative pre-
dictions in DN set, false positives (FP)—PQS predicted for DN
sequences and false negatives (FN)—negative predictions in DP
set (Supplementary Material, Table S4).

Accuracy (ACC) is the ratio of correct predictions to the total
number of input sequences. G4Catchall, G4RNA screener and
pqsfinder have the best (the highest) accuracy, G4PromFinder—
the worst (the lowest) one, which confirms our observations
from the previous paragraphs. Sensitivity (TPR) indicates what
part of the actual PQS has been predicted by the program.
The highest TPR (i.e. the best one) belongs to G4-iM Grinder,
G4-Predictor V.2 and QGRS Mapper, but we already know that
these tools aim to maximize the prediction of PQS. Such a
strategy also causes poor (the lowest) specificity (TNR). Low
TNR value indicates a small fraction of correctly predicted PQS-
negative sequences. TetraplexFinder, ImGQfinder and G4Predict
are the leaders of specificity, with its value exceeding 0.95.
TetraplexFinder and G4Predict have also the highest precision
(PPV). PPV shows a fraction of positive predictions, which are
natively positive. In turn, NPV determines which part of the
negative predictions is actually negative. A reliable tool takes
high values of all mentioned factors, but especially PPV and
NPV should be close to 1. False discovery rate (FDR) is the only
measure from Table 5 to be minimized. It points the fraction
of incorrectly predicted PQS among all positive predictions. The
lowest FDR belongs to TetraplexFinder and G4Predict. Finally, the
F-score, a weighted harmonic mean of precision and sensitivity,
is computed to find the balance between these two measures.

It aims to assess the accuracy when the distribution between
classes is uneven—especially if there is a large number of true
negatives. The best (highest) F-score has G4Catchall and G4RNA
screener, with pqsfinder right behind, while the worst F-score
belongs to TetraplexFinder and G4Predict—two tools showing
the best precision. In Table 5, the best value of each computed
measure is highlighted in bold.

Computational experiments with structure-based tools

In this part of the study, we tested four tools that analyze
and visualize the secondary and the tertiary structures with
quadruplexes. We executed them for two quadruplex RNA struc-
tures—an RNA aptamer (PDB id: 2RQJ) [72] and a synthetic con-
struct of r(UGGUGGU)4 structure (PDB id: 6GE1) [3]—to find out
what details of the structure we can obtain and in what form,
numerical and graphical, they are presented. Let us note that
2RQJ is a dimer with two unimolecular structures obtained via
NMR; each comprising one G-quadruplex with two tetrads of O+
type in the ONZ classification [2]. 6GE1 is an NMR-determined,
tetramolecular structure with unusual topology. It is composed
of seven tetrads—four G-tetrads and three U-tetrads—six of
them classified as O+ and one as O– according to the ONZ
taxonomy. ElTetrado and RNApdbee were run with the default
input settings, DSSR with the PDB identifier at the input only,
3D-NuS required to select the quadruplex class.

DSSR and ElTetrado identified quadruplexes in the input PDB
files. Both programs focused on structural aspects of the input
molecule, explicitly informing about quadruplexes and tetrads
within the structure. DSSR provided an extensive analysis of
3D structures and output the data about G-tetrads, G-helices
and G4-stems. It computed planarity for each G-tetrad and gave
the sections area, rise and twist parameters for G4-helix and
G4-stems. The program automatically assigned loop topologies
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Table 5. Quality of PQS prediction based on DP and DN set processing

Tool Mode ACC TPR TNR PPV NPV FDR F1

G4Catchall G2 0.77 0.92 0.59 0.74 0.85 0.26 0.82
G3 0.79 0.86 0.69 0.78 0.80 0.22 0.82

G4Hunter n/a 0.69 0.98 0.32 0.64 0.92 0.36 0.78
G4-iM Grinder n/a 0.57 1.00 0.03 0.56 1.00 0.44 0.72
G4P Calculator n/a 0.70 0.78 0.61 0.71 0.69 0.29 0.75
G4Predict Intra 0.52 0.15 0.97 0.88 0.48 0.12 0.25
G4-Predictor V.2 n/a 0.70 0.99 0.33 0.65 0.96 0.35 0.78
G4PromFinder n/a 0.46 0.28 0.69 0.53 0.44 0.47 0.37
G4RNA screener cGcC 0.74 0.85 0.60 0.73 0.76 0.27 0.78

G4H 0.78 0.81 0.74 0.80 0.76 0.20 0.80
G4NN 0.78 0.84 0.70 0.78 0.78 0.22 0.81
all 0.77 0.96 0.53 0.72 0.91 0.28 0.82

ImGQfinder n/a 0.51 0.16 0.95 0.79 0.48 0.21 0.27
pqsfinder n/a 0.76 0.87 0.63 0.75 0.79 0.25 0.80
QGRSMapper n/a 0.70 0.99 0.34 0.65 0.96 0.35 0.78
QPARSE n/a 0.70 0.97 0.35 0.65 0.91 0.35 0.78
Quadron n/a 0.74 0.71 0.79 0.81 0.68 0.19 0.75
TetraplexFinder G2 L1-12 0.53 0.39 0.71 0.63 0.48 0.37 0.48

G3 L1-7 0.52 0.15 0.98 0.90 0.48 0.10 0.25
G3 L1-3 0.49 0.09 0.99 0.90 0.47 0.10 0.17

RNAfold Advanced 0.75 0.73 0.78 0.81 0.70 0.19 0.77

according to the predefined types (P—parallel, D—diagonal and
L—lateral) and their orientation (+/−). DSSR-PyMOL generated
block schemes of both quadruplexes (Figure 4A3 and B3). ElTe-
trado also calculated planarity, rise and twist parameters and
identified strand directions for both quadruplexes. It classified
the quadruplexes and their component tetrads to ONZ classes.
Finally, it generated the arc diagram (Figure 4A1 and B1) and
two-line dot-bracket encoding of every quadruplex.

RNApdbee, as opposed to the previous programs, does not
explicitly inform that it has identified tetrads and quadruplexes
in the input data. Its purpose is to annotate and visualize the
secondary structure and determine its parameters, focusing on
pseudoknots [66, 69]. For the analyzed structures, RNApdbee
generated an extensive report on the secondary structure,
including information on canonical and non-canonical inter-
actions, their classification in Saenger and Leontis–Westhof
nomenclatures, base-phosphate interactions, stacking interac-
tions, base-ribose interactions, structure motifs, dot-bracket
and the secondary structure diagram—drawn by VARNA-
based procedure—with base pairs annotated according to
Leontis–Westhof [75] (Figure 4A2 and B2). Note that only one,
VARNA-based, drawing procedure of RNApdbee can visualize
quadruplexes. The other two, PseudoViewer-based procedure
and R-chie, are based on canonical interactions and their
visualizations of quadruplex structures are incomplete.

3D-NuS aims to generate the 3D models of G4s based on 17
classes of G-quadruplex folds. Thus, its input and output data
differ from the other tools in this section. The program requires
input information about quadruplex topology: quadruplex class,
subclass and the number of tetrads and sequences of loops.
It outputs the tertiary structure in PDB format and provides
its visualization. We tried 3D-NuS for different quadruplexes,
including the ones selected for the analysis. Tests have shown
that 3D-NuS is not a suitable tool for modeling RNA quadru-
plexes. It does not form non-G tetrads, it has problems with
modeling short loops, uni- and bimolecular guadruplexes; no
such observations appeared when it modeled DNA quadruplexes
with similar sequence and topology. Provided input data and

Figure 4. Visualization of (A) 2RQJ and (B) 6GE1 structures generated by (1)

ElTetrado, (2) RNApdbee and (3) DSSR-PyMOL.

output data generated by 3D-NuS for exemplary structures are
presented in the Supplementary Material.

Conclusion
With the growing interest in quadruplexes, computer programs
for their analysis began to appear. Most of them rely solely
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on a sequence and parse it to find a predefined G4 motif.
This goes hand in hand with creating G4-related databases
that primarily collect information about sequences with the
ability to form quadruplexes. Our experiments with sequence-
based tools applied for RNA sequences showed a very good
performance of G4Catchall (motif-based algorithm), whose flex-
ibility certainly contributed to this result. Right behind was
RNAfold, the tool for secondary structure prediction enriched
with the quadruplex annotation option. Four existing structure-
based tools addressing G4s focus on different structural aspects.
DSSR comprehensively examines the G4 structure, determines
a variety of its parameters and provides the schematic 3D view.
ElTetrado identifies tetrads and quadruplexes in the structure,
computes their basic parameters, classifies according to ONZ
taxonomy and gives the secondary structure in the arc diagram
and dot-bracket notation. RNApdbee draws secondary structure
diagrams and classifies base-pairs. 3D-NuS builds the 3D model
of the quadruplex based on user-defined topology if the quadru-
plex topology fits one of the classes supported by the tool. These
tools complement each other in revealing the full picture of
quadruplex space, although they do not deal equally well with
all quadruplex types, e.g. 3D-NuS is limited to 17 G4 classes and
can reliably model DNA quadruplexes only.

Despite the already significant number of bioinformatics
programs that can be used to study DNA and RNA quadru-
plexes, there are still issues that lack in silico solutions. One
of them is the modeling of the secondary structure. Among
the huge number of programs to predict the RNA 2D structure,
only RNAfold touched the problem of quadruplexes. It annotates
the places of G4 formation in the dot-bracket representation
of the structure. However, this notation does not reflect the
quadruplex topology and cannot be easily transformed into
secondary structure visualization. Prediction and modeling of
the quadruplex 3D structure is also a challenge. First reported
attempts of blind, template-free prediction of the 3D G4 struc-
ture were made within RNA-Puzzles challenge 23, with seven
human and one webserver participant. From the assessment
table (available online), it can be seen that this structure was
one of the most difficult ones in RNA-Puzzles history. A reliable
prediction of the 2D and 3D structure of quadruplexes requires
experimental data inclusion, e.g. thermodynamic parameters. A
resource collecting such data for G4s could be very supportive.
A database that would integrate various data from existing
archives would also be a helpful tool or a specialized search
engine, browsing the existing databases for related information
on a given quadruplex.

Key points
• G4-related computational tools concentrate on discov-

ering, analyzing, and visualizing quadruplexes, mostly
on the sequence level.

• In this work, we analyzed 35 bioinformatics resources:
10 dedicated solely to DNA G4s; 4 for RNA G4s; 21 for
any nucleic acid.

• Tests of existing G4-related sequence-based tools
against four RNA datasets identified G4Catchall, a
motif-based method, as the best tool for finding reli-
able RNA PQS.

• Only 3 tools analyze the 2D and 3D structures of RNA
quadruplexes. Their functions are complementary:
each considers the other set of structural features and
generates a different view of the G4 topology.

• The sequence-based modeling of the G4 structure
is challenging. Only one program for 2D structure
prediction—RNAfold—reliably indicates G4 location in
the sequence but does not give its topology. The 3D
structure prediction of RNA G4s is still a challenge.
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